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“Ryan Adams, one of America’s most consistently interesting singer/songwriters, has written a passionate,
arresting, and entertaining book of verse. Fans are going to love it, and newcomers will be pleased and
startled by his intensity and originality. The images are vivid and the voice is honest and
powerful.”—Stephen King, author of Duma Key

“Ryan Adams writes with equal parts precision and recklessness; the blood he draws from the text is easily
as unnerving as its unapologetic tenderness. He is proof that poetry will find its writer.”—Mary-Louise
Parker, actress

“Infinity Blues is Ryan Adams at his personal, unforgettable best. Strong and beautiful and funny and pure.
Like all his work, it’s soul poetry of the highest order.”—Cameron Crowe, filmmaker

“This is much better than reading a friend’s journal. It’s more like watching somebody you love in the
bathtub talking to himself. You’re like, wow, he’s even good at taking a bath. After reading Infinity Blues
(which I think is a great title), I give Ryan Adams the best compliment I ever got—and the only reason for
reading anyone’s poetry. Ryan, I really like your mind.”—Eileen Myles, author of Cool for You

Ryan Adams may be known primarily for acclaimed albums such as Cardinology, Heartbreaker, Gold
(which includes the popular hit songs “When the Stars Go Blue” and “New York, New York”), Love Is Hell,
Cold Roses, Jacksonville City Nights, and Easy Tiger, but the world renowned singer/songwriter has always
been a poet and fiction writer at heart. With the release of Infinity Blues, his nonmusical writing is for the
first time ever unveiled in book form. Mr. Adams’s work rings of an emotional authenticity that provides
perhaps an even deeper insight into the man than is revealed through the songs that have resonated with his
hundreds of thousands of fans the world over.

RYAN ADAMS is usually performing in some city on the globe at any given moment with his longtime
band the Cardinals. Adams is known for his prolific nature, which in the last ten years has produced various
international hit albums. Adams has also produced Willie Nelson’s Songbird album and contributed to
records by Toots and the Maytals, Beth Orton, the Wallflowers, Counting Crows, and Cowboy Junkies;
additionally, he has appeared on CMT’s Crossroads with Elton John. He was a longtime Manhattan resident
before relocating to France in 2009, and he listens to A LOT of heavy metal.
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From reader reviews:

Alfred Hoover:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also become a life style. This
reading habit give you lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the actual information
inside the book this improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of
book you read, if you want have more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want feel happy
read one using theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. The particular Infinity Blues is kind of e-book
which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Joseph Wilson:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or go to the outside with them loved ones
or their friend. Do you realize? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just watching TV, as well
as playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity that is look different you can
read any book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent the entire day to
reading a book. The book Infinity Blues it is extremely good to read. There are a lot of people that
recommended this book. These folks were enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have enough
space to create this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book from a smart
phone. The price is not too costly but this book features high quality.

Doug Herring:

This Infinity Blues is great book for you because the content that is full of information for you who all
always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. That book reveal it facts accurately using
great organize word or we can say no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read the item hurriedly you
can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward sentences but tough core
information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having Infinity Blues in your hand like finding the world in
your arm, info in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no guide that offer you world inside ten or fifteen
moment right but this guide already do that. So , this is good reading book. Heya Mr. and Mrs. occupied do
you still doubt which?

Jennifer Chambers:

Some people said that they feel bored when they reading a book. They are directly felt that when they get a
half areas of the book. You can choose typically the book Infinity Blues to make your personal reading is
interesting. Your current skill of reading talent is developing when you just like reading. Try to choose
straightforward book to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the feeling about book and reading
through especially. It is to be first opinion for you to like to open a book and examine it. Beside that the
publication Infinity Blues can to be your new friend when you're experience alone and confuse using what
must you're doing of their time.
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